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Adam Papis
I am finishing my degree in Business Information Technology, where I've deepened my knowledge in web
development, focusing on technologies like JavaScript, SCSS, and WordPress. My successful industry placement
year led to ongoing work as a web developer, allowing me to apply and expand my academic learning in a real-
world setting. As I conclude my studies, I'm advancing my skills in React, .NET, and Docker, aiming to transition
into a full-stack developer role. This journey has honed my ability to balance academic commitments with
professional development, enhancing my adaptability and time management skills in dynamic environments.

Experience

Artworking specializes in developing websites for golf clubs, utilizing WordPress and a custom overlay
to deliver tailored online solutions. In this role, I contribute to various aspects of web development and
client interaction:

Develop and design websites using WordPress, JS, and Sass, complemented by graphic projects in
Photoshop.
Deploy and configure live websites, ensuring operational excellence and user engagement.
Maintain and update websites through WordPress and a proprietary CMS, addressing evolving
client needs.
Liaise with clients to understand and implement specific website changes and enhancements.

I collaborated on several paid freelance projects. Our collaboration has led to the successful delivery of
various web solutions for clients, including:

Collecting information from clients to understand their needs and creating initial graphic designs
for their websites.
Developing website code using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript based on the design specifications.
Engaging in negotiations over financial terms with clients, ensuring a fair agreement for both
parties.
Currently working on a project that utilizes React and .NET, showcasing our ability to adapt to and
implement modern web technologies.

Junior Web Developer

Freelancer, Poland

Kitchen Assistant/Waiter

June 2022 – PRESENT

January 2021- PRESENT

November 2020 – June 2022

Artworking, Marsh Street Studios, 9 Marsh St, Bristol BS1 4AA

Dragonfly Bistro, Aberystwyth, UK

Java Script

Wordpress

React

SASS

C#

GitHub

English - advanced

Polish - native

Expertise

Language

Sales Representative, 24 IT, Poland

June 2019 - October 2019
24 IT, Poland

Education

Aberystwyth University BSc in Business Information Technology (with an integrated year in industry) 
SEPTEMBER 2020 – PRESENT

I've gained a solid foundation in programming and web development during my studies, highlighted by a
major/minor project: a restaurant management app for a restaurant I previously worked at. Using React with
Vite for the frontend and .NET for APIs, this project enhances my expertise in modern technologies. I've also
gained exposure to CI/CD practices through GitHub Actions and adapted to using Docker with GitLab,
underscoring my adaptability and technical proficiency.

Dragonfly Bistro is a small vegan/vegetarian restaurant in Aberystwyth with a 5-star hygiene rating.
Delivered exceptional customer service, consistently receiving positive feedback.
Actively contributed to the restaurant's waste reduction initiatives.
Efficiently prepared food while adhering to high hygiene and safety standards.
Managed and prevented cross-contamination and handled allergens effectively.

24 IT is a telecommunications company that mainly sells fibre optic internet
Came up with promotions for the company and presented it to new customers
Arranged meetings with clients and colleagues to present work progress

Working under pressure

Attention to detail

Problem solving

Team working 

Communication

Soft skills


